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If you or someone you know served in the U.S. Armed Forces, we encourage you to visit 
http://veteranbenefits.mo.gov or call (573) 751-3779 to learn about available resources. 
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This form should be used by HeRO-funded agencies to document their compliance with this policy for 

each household that will be rehabilitated with HeRO funds.  For more information on HUD’s airport 

hazards regulations, please visit: https://www.hudexchange.info/environmental-review/airport-hazards  
 

1. To ensure compatible land use development, you must determine your site’s proximity to civil and 

military airports.  Is your project within 15,000 feet of a military airport or 2,500 feet of a civilian 

airport?  

    No   Continue to the Worksheet Summary below. Provide a map showing that the site is not 
within the applicable distances to a military or civilian airport. 

 

    Yes   Continue to Question 2.  
 

2. Is your project located within a Runway Potential Zone/Clear Zone (RPZ/CZ) or Accident Potential 

Zone (APZ)?  

    Yes, project is in an APZ  Continue to Question 3. 

 

    Yes, project is an RPZ/CZ  Project cannot proceed at this location.  

 

    No, project is not within an APZ or RPZ/CZ  

 Continue to the Worksheet Summary below. Provide a map showing that the site is not within 

either zone.   
 

3. Is the project in conformance with the Department of Defense (DOD) guidelines for APZ? 

    Yes, project is consistent with DOD guidelines without further action.       

  Continue to the Worksheet Summary below. Provide any documentation supporting this 

determination. 

 

    No, the project cannot be brought into conformance with DOD guidelines and has not been 

approved.   Project cannot proceed at this location.  
 

If mitigation measures have been or will be taken, explain in detail the proposed measures that must 

be implemented to mitigate for the impact or effect, including the timeline for implementation.  
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Worksheet Summary
Provide a full description of your determination and a synopsis of the information that it was based on,
such as:

  Map panel numbers and dates

  Names of all consulted parties and relevant consultation dates

  Names of plans or reports and relevant page numbers

  Any additional requirements specific to your program or region

Include all documentation supporting your findings in your submission to MHDC.
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